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ABSTRACT 

 

Staff Attendance System is a cloud-based attendance framework that was explicitly created for little and 

medium scale organizations. This product assists in dealing with the workforce and tracks employee time and 

attendance in a simpler manner. This product application can deal with the accounts, control, and checking of 

staff nonappearance and delay. The noteworthiness of this application is to ensure that the staff part is prompt 

and carry out their responsibilities on schedule. Right now, there is no appropriate framework to screen staff 

attendance at certain organizations. A few organizations despite everything utilize the paper-based framework 

to store the records of the employees. With the execution of this framework, a paper-based framework will be 

disposed of. This exploration will assist the Administrator with managing accounts, observing and following the 

attendance of the employees. It gives an exact time the board to the employees to sign in and sign out their 

attendance. In this paper, the biometrics-based Staff Attendance Monitoring System was created utilizing PHP 

for UI as front end while MySQL was utilized as the Database to the backend clients. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Attendance the board is the demonstration of 

overseeing attendance or nearness in a work setting to 

limit misfortune because of employee personal time. 

Attendance control has customarily been moved 

toward utilizing time timekeepers and timesheets, 

however attendance the board goes past this to give a 

workplace that boosts and inspires employee 

attendance [10]. The existing ordinary attendance 

framework expects understudies to physically sign the 

attendance sheet every time they go to a class. As 

basic as it appears, such a framework needs 

mechanization, where various issues may emerge. 

This incorporates the time superfluously devoured by 

the understudies to discover and sign their name on 

the attendance sheet; a few understudies may 

erroneously or intentionally sign another 

understudy's name. Additionally, the attendance 

sheet may get lost [1]. As for framework advancement 

and usage, it ought to have the option to assist the 

instructors in managing their understudy attendance 

deliberately. The framework must have a database 

that contains understudy data and it must have the 

option to assist the speaker with manipulating 

information, update the database, ready instructors as 

needs are, and furthermore decent interface to make 

it simpler to utilize. Finally, the attendance 

framework must be easy to use for business purposes. 

This framework will concentrate on MTU guidelines 
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about attendance to class, and execute it to build up 

the framework that will do all the attendance the 

executives naturally. By utilizing RFID innovation, it 

is simpler and quicker to identify understudies taking 

care of around then and lessen resource misfortunes. 

In this framework, the fingerprint acknowledgment is 

likewise embraced to empower the way toward 

recognizing understudy increasingly dependable and 

secure for offices the executives. RFID and 

fingerprint-based attendance the executive's 

framework was created to give a quicker, increasingly 

secure, and more helpful strategy for client 

confirmation than passwords and tokens can 

accommodate a dependable individual distinguishing 

proof. 

 

The point of this framework is to change manual 

administration framework to programmed framework 

with the assistance of IoT, Cloud and fingerprint 

innovation. PHP language is utilized to execute this 

framework. This framework could be utilized by two 

classes of individuals primarily administrator and 

employee. In administrator class, administrator can 

enlist/spare/erase/update staff profiles, and subtleties 

to the database. In this framework, the administrator 

may enlist to each staff with explicit RFID card ID 

and finger ID to put the attendance. In staff divide, 

the utilization of attendance the executives 

programming that is interfaced to a RFID and 

fingerprint gadget. The staff information, card ID 

number and finger ID number is selected first into the 

database. Our point is to make a framework with one 

cut off to which PC's are associated, so all information 

will be spared in one database, denoting the checking 

of the data easy. The fingerprint peruser is intended 

to forestall a staff structure giving his/her RFID-card 

to other colleague who can put attendance by 

filtering the other employees' RFID-card to cause it to 

show up as though he/she had likewise joined in. At 

the point when a staff enters office, this RFID peruser 

understands his/her office ID, and his/her finger must 

push on the fingerprint peruser. These RFID tag and 

fingerprint information send to a PC with an 

associated RFID-peruser and fingerprint peruser. The 

PC, thus, sends all the information it has gathered to 

the server database structure Graphical User Interface 

(GUI). 

 

 
Figure 1. Block Diagram 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In [2], a remote attendance the board framework 

dependent on iris acknowledgment was proposed 

utilizing Daugman's calculation. The framework 

utilizes a disconnected iris acknowledgment of the 

board framework that can complete all the procedures 

including catching the picture of iris 

acknowledgment, extricating details, putting away 

and coordinating yet it is hard to lay the transmission 

lines where the geology is awful.  

 

In [3] is another model on a suggestion that utilizes 

ongoing face recognition calculations incorporated on 

a current Learning Management System (LMS). It 

naturally recognizes and enlists understudies going to 

on a talk. The framework speaks to a supplemental 

device for teachers, joining calculations utilized in AI 

with versatile techniques used to follow facial 

changes during a more drawn out timeframe.  

 

Then again, in [4], the proposition utilizes the 

fingerprint confirmation method. They propose a 
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framework wherein fingerprint confirmation is 

finished by utilizing the extraction of details method 

and the framework that mechanizes the entire 

procedure of gauging participation attendance.  

 

Since biometrics are worried about the estimations of 

one of a kind human physiological or conduct 

qualities, the innovation has been utilized to check 

the personality of clients. It is getting basic to have 

the option to screen the nearness of the validated 

client all through a meeting. Therefore, another 

proposition [5], talks about a model framework that 

utilizes facial acknowledgment innovation to screen 

validated client or understudies. A neural system 

based calculation was actualized to do confront 

location, and an Eigenface technique was utilized to 

perform facial acknowledgment. The trial results 

exhibit the possibility of close ongoing nonstop client 

checks for elevated level security data frameworks. [5]  

 

We saw that most propositions do include 

applications being utilized by the teacher during class. 

Consequently, in the event that the attendance 

framework requires some activity from the educator, 

at that point the class time will be upset each time the 

teacher permits some late understudies into the class. 

Then again, our proposition requires the teacher to do 

nothing extra past introducing the slides of the course 

to the understudies. Subsequently, understudies may 

enroll their quality whenever they wish during the 

class while having as a top priority that enlistment 

times are recorded.  

 

One of the higher organization in Malaysia has 

utilized RFID to record the attendance of their 

understudy and the record sent to the online server 

for an online openness [3]. Aside from that, there is a 

lot of instructive establishments utilized RFID 

innovation to record their understudy attendance. 

Simple association of information into the web makes 

RFID innovation the most basic innovation utilized in 

recording understudy attendance [4], [2], [5]. 

Nonetheless, RFID advancements acquire significant 

expense and need experienced individuals to deal 

with the framework. Aside from that, biometrics 

innovation is another huge utilization of innovation 

in the area of attendance revealing and following. The 

greater part of the biometrics innovation utilized 

thumbprint as an indication of framework passage [6]. 

This permits a reasonable and dependable attendance 

to be recorded since there is no stage for any 

attendance cheating [7]. Biometric uses the 

fingerprint separated from thumbprint strategy. 

Fingerprint fringe used to record attendance and sent 

the information into a framework utilizing remote 

innovation [8]. Picture recording is another ongoing 

technique utilized in recording attendance. 

Development recorded in the interior reconnaissance 

camera utilized as an indication of the attendance 

section in one of the working environments in China 

[9]. These cutting edge innovations require high 

costing and very much prepared framework engineer. 

Utilization of standardized identification scanner is 

famous among instructive foundation which is not 

monetarily upheld and it isn't required any very 

much prepared individuals to introduce and fix [10]. 

Standardized tag scanner utilized as a medium to 

record the attendance for one of the auxiliary school 

in Malaysia since their understudy card utilizing 

standardized identification.  

 

In [7] proposed an installed PC based talk attendance 

the executive's framework where a solitary chip PC 

based subsystems (an ad-libbed electronic card and 

the card peruser) were interfaced sequentially to the 

sequential port of the computerized PC. The 

electronic card is a model of a brilliant card 

containing the understudy character (ID-Name, 

Matriculation Number, and five-pin encoded code). 

The understudy ID is verified by the card peruser 

which contrasts the passage code and the scrambled 

code on the card swiped through the card peruser. 

The understudy is allowed and additionally denies 

explicit talk attendance dependent on the aftereffect 

of the correlation by the backend programming 

framework running on the PC to which the card 
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peruser is sequentially interfaced. The framework 

however gave a streamlined, minimal effort 

implanted PC based framework answer for the 

administration of talk attendance issues in creating 

nations yet doesn't take out the danger of pantomime. 

The framework is devise-situated in which 

understudies need to convey RFID cards and 

furthermore the RFID indicators are should have 

been introduced.  

 

In [8] proposed a constant PC vision calculations in 

programmed attendance the board frameworks 

utilizing Computer vision and face acknowledgment 

calculations and coordinating both into the procedure 

of attendance the executives. The framework kills 

traditional understudy distinguishing proof, for 

example, calling understudy names, or checking 

particular ID cards, yet at the same time comes up 

short on the capacity to recognize every understudy 

present in class in this manner giving a lower 

acknowledgment rate since facial pictures are liable to 

change between the hour of enrolment and time of 

confirmation and furthermore represents greater 

money related weight during establishment and 

doesn't offer any security insurance. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

This framework, for the most part, checked on the 

innovative work with the assistance of detached RFID 

and R-305 fingerprint peruser. By building up this 

framework, the information on RFID and fingerprint 

peruser framework, database development, and GUI 

configuration utilizing PHP language are figured it 

out. As far as execution and proficiency, this 

framework has given a helpful strategy for attendance 

checking contrasted with the conventional technique 

for attendance framework. By utilizing databases, the 

information is increasingly sorted out. Consequently, 

it very well may be executed in either a scholarly 

establishment or in associations. For this framework, 

detached labels are better than the dynamic labels in 

light of minimal effort, low force utilization, and 

furthermore radio signs ecological elements. From an 

appropriate examination of positive focuses and 

requirements on the segment, this framework can be 

securely reasoned that the item is a profoundly 

productive GUI based part. This application is 

working appropriately and meeting all client 

necessities. 
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